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Abstract

Maintaining online communities is vital in order to increase and retain their economic
and social value. Before applying any performance altering strategies, it is important to
determine the different types of communities, as they might be affected differently. In
the literature, we find qualitative categories such as transactional and interest-based.
However, these qualitative classification approaches do not guarantee to reflect the un-
derlying user behaviour. Yet it is crucial to study the user behaviour, e.g. how many
users join per day, in order to understand which communities perform well and which
ones require intervention by a community manager. In this work, we present a bottom-
up community clustering approach that relies on quantitatively measurable user be-
haviour features. We examine 29 online communities of the Stack Exchange platform,
and describe the extracted features that capture the user behaviour. Based on these fea-
tures we then categorise the communities. By analysing the clusters, we find that they
correspond to a certain degree to intuitive topical themes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wherever people meet and interact with each other they form communities based on
common interests. The definition of community varies from situation to situation. In a
medieval example, settlements and villages were typical communities, offering com-
bined efforts of support on the inside and protection towards the outside. In the mod-
ern world, where almost half of all people interact on the Internet1, they form online
communities where they discuss topics of interest and provide support to their mem-
bers. There are many examples of online communities to date: social media sites like
Facebook and Twitter, mailing lists like Google Groups, online discussion forums like
Reddit, and Q&A sites like Stack Overflow. Indeed, online communities are an impor-
tant means in today’s world for people and businesses to share knowledge and provide
support, much faster and in a much larger scale compared to the traditional way of
spreading information from person to person or even through conventional broadcast-
ing by radio and television.

In our case study, we focus on online Q&A communities, namely the ones from
the Stack Exchange platform, which also contain the well-known Stack Overflow site
(www.stackoverflow.com). Their function and structure are well defined and clear to
every participant: users ask questions and reply to the ones of other users, ideally
providing them with an answer that solves their problems. We can rely on Stack Ex-
change’s definition of communities, where each forum is a community whose partici-
pants discuss a specific topic, such as physics or cooking.

1.1 Problem Definition
While offline communities were mainly left to their own devices in the past, today
businesses and non-commercial owners of online communities strive to maximise and
maintain the performance of their communities. A community that performs well,
e.g. in terms of messages per user, has greater social and economic impact because
more knowledge is being shared and support is being offered by and to more people.
While performance change indicators [RA12] and performance altering strategies are
not within the scope of this work, it is vital to know which strategies apply to which
types of communities, and therefore it is necessary to identify the different community
types. Certain healthcare support groups, for instance, may prefer a small yet tightly

1http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm
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connected community, and a strategy that increases the user join rate would be highly
inappropriate to maintain the social value of those support communities.

In the literature, we find a range of works that categorise online communities by
certain qualitative criteria, such as their purpose (as seen in Chapter 2). These are cer-
tainly helpful categorisations in their respective use cases, for example to categorise
communities by their value from a business point of view [HS09]. However, they do
not focus on the underlying community behaviour characteristics like the user activity.
Hence, these qualitative categorisations are not suitable to distinguish online commu-
nity types based on measurable user behaviour. Quantitative bottom-up categorisations
bridge this gap. Our approach is quantitative because it utilises measurable user be-
haviour characteristics, and bottom-up because the categories emerge from the under-
lying user behaviour.

1.2 Summary
The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• We present a quantitative categorisation of online communities that is based on
measurable differences in user behaviour regarding activity, interaction and con-
tent creation.

• While we show our approach on the example of Q&A communities, the proposed
solution is domain-independent and applicable to any discussion-forum-like on-
line platform. We enable this by extracting generally available user behaviour
features.

• Through a cluster analysis we find that the resulting categories make intuitively
sense from a high-level topical perspective.

The remainder of this report is organised as follows: after discussing the state of
the art in Chapter 2, we describe our approach, including the data, clustering algorithm
and user behaviour features in Chapter 3. Then, we evaluate the resulting clusters in
Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

Categorisation of online communities is no new research topic. Since the late 1990’s,
when these communities became popular, researchers are studying what types there are.
Hagel and Armstrong introduce four categories of online communities: transactional
for purchasing products or services, interest-based for the exchange of information,
fantasy for game playing and relationship for the creation of emotional bonds [HA97].
With similar yet more abstract categories, and technical aspects added to the categori-
sation process, Stanoevska-Slabeva groups communities into three types, or hybrids
thereof. According to her, there are discussion or conversation communities that sat-
isfy the need for communication (e.g. relationship and interest communities), task- and
goal-oriented communities that satisfy the need for cooperative achievements of goals
(e.g. transaction communities) and virtual worlds that satisfy the need for fantasy and
playing [SS02]. Hunter and Stockdale identify three generic community types, namely
business sponsored, socially constructed and volunteer oriented, based on the owner-
ship and value for the owners and members [HS09].

Other approaches do not label their resulting community categories, but instead fo-
cus on the attributes they use in their proposed categorisations. In Plant’s work, online
communities are categorised in a three-dimensional space, namely regulation, open-
ness to membership and involvement in for-profit activities [Pla04]. Porter uses the
five dimensions purpose, place, platform, population and profit model, to categorise
communities under the aspects of relationship orientation (social or professional) and
establishment (commercial, non-profit and government) [Por04]. Lazar and Preece’s
categorisation attributes included purpose and platform to some extend, but also em-
phasised an online community’s relationship to physical communities and how tightly
bounded the community is. By their definition, a community is tightly bound if the so-
cial relationships and communication remain within the community, and loosely bound
if people have ties with people outside of the community [LP98].

These categorisation approaches, sometimes called taxonomy or typology, are cer-
tainly useful in their respective use cases, for example to gain a general overview of
available online communities, but they do not look at the underlying user behaviour.
Their qualitative attributes, e.g. the purpose of a community, are not suited to measur-
ably distinguish communities based on the behaviour of their users, like in the use case
of applying different performance altering strategies. This is an issue that is empha-
sised by the fact that most of these works do not show how their categorisations can be
applied to actual community data. Yet we can find many works in the literature that, al-
though not categorising communities, examine online phenomena through measurable
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user behaviour features. Examples of the examined phenomena are: information over-
load [JRR01], the dynamics of mass interation [WTHC03], community development
over time and mutual influence [SPH03], obligation and necessity drive [BGB06], and
user needs [CA14]. In our categorisation of online communities we build upon the user
behaviour features that were utilised in these works.

The most relevant works to our approach are by Adamic et al. and Chan et al. They
show how online communities can be clustered by measurable user behaviour features.
Adamic et al. use a rudimentary clustering based on three features as a part of several
analyses of user behaviour in Yahoo! Answers [AZBA08]. With 47 features, we cover a
much greater variety of user behaviour. Also Chan et al. only use a limited set of up to 9
features that are mainly focussed on the user-graph, as part of their study of user roles in
the Irish general discussion forums of Boards.ie [CHD10]. Our features cover a wider
range of user activity, user interaction and content creation. Furthermore, Chan et al.
remove low-activity users as they introduce noise in their user role analysis, although
these users make up the majority of the user base of most online communities1. We
include all users in our clustering.

In summary, we categorise online communities based on measurable user behaviour.
Our approach improves upon the existing work by providing a more comprehensive
quantitative bottom-up categorisation.

1https://www.nngroup.com/articles/participation-inequality/
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Chapter 3

Approach

In this chapter, we describe our clustering approach towards a categorisation of online
communities, including the data, clustering algorithm and user behaviour features.

3.1 Data
The data for our experiments with the clustering of online communities had to fulfil
certain criteria. As discussed in Chapter 1, we focus on online Q&A communities in
this study, due to their clearly defined function and community structure around topics.
Furthermore, the communities have to be big enough in order represent typical commu-
nities. Rowe and Alani show that online communities are comprised of different types
of users (“user roles”) who shape the behaviour of the community [RA12]. With suffi-
ciently large sizes of communities it is more likely to get a good representation of the
different user roles. The last criterion is a practical one: an upper limit on the number of
communities. Not only does the clustering noise increase with more communities, also
in our initial experiments we noticed that having a large number of communities makes
the manual evaluation of the clustering results infeasible. Since there is no annotated
ground truth about the community clusters we want to discover, we need to inspect all
clustered elements in order to understand if their cluster associations make sense from
the perspective of a human evaluator (see Section 4.2).

As a result of these constraints, we use the online communities of the Stack Ex-
change platform for our study. Our data consists of the 29 communities that were made
available for download in December 2011. Most of these communities contain thou-
sands of users and tens of thousands of messages, and are mostly discussing technical
topics, but there are also non-technical communities, e.g. Cooking, English. For a list
of our Stack Exchange communities see Table 3.1, and the Stack Exchange website1

for details on all Stack Exchange sites that are available to date.

3.2 The Clustering Algorithm
We use agglomerative hierarchical clustering to categorise the online communities. It is
suited for data exploration, and in contrast to other popular clustering algorithms, such

1www.stackexchange.com/sites
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Community Users Messages
Android Enthusiasts 3,337 13,151
Arqade (Gaming) 5,773 33,306
Ask Differently (Apple) 6,100 28,674
Ask Ubuntu 15,955 73,742
Bicycles 997 6,582
Cross Validated (Statistical Analysis) 3,097 17,193
Database Administrators 1,730 7,908
Drupal Answers 2,166 15,081
Electrical Engineering 2,451 20,074
English Language & Usage 6,088 44,112
Game Development 3,772 18,710
Geographic Information Systems 2,176 16,291
Home Improvement (DIY) 1,751 9,682
Information Security 1,692 8,544
Maths 9,561 77,922
Photography 2,278 16,355
Physics 2,670 15,619
Programmers 14,344 89,423
Seasoned Advice (Cooking) 2,753 17,354
Server Fault 42,159 284,931
StackApps 468 2,304
Stack Overflow 588,334 7,297,674
Super User 48,994 286,247
TeX & LaTeX 4,216 34,097
Theoretical Computer Science 1,612 7,843
Unix & Linux 4,649 23,540
WebApps 4,167 15,855
Webmasters 4,614 18,401
Wordpress Development 5,212 31,427

Table 3.1: The 29 Stack Exchange communities and their sizes in terms of users and
messages; messages of deleted user accounts were excluded.

as k-Means, it does not require a priori knowledge about the shape of clusters. Ag-
glomerative hierarchical clustering works by finding the most similar data points and
iteratively merging similar clusters until all data points are contained in a cluster. This
bottom-up clustering allows for a straightforward interpretation of the results. Commu-
nities that are most similar are merged into a cluster near the lowest level of the cluster
hierarchy, and communities that are most dissimilar merge at the highest level of the
hierarchy. To measure similarity between the communities and clusters, we use the Eu-
clidean distance between the feature vectors, and a Ward linkage between the clusters.
With the Ward method, the clustering algorithm minimises the intra-cluster variance
when merging clusters, which is measured as the sum of squared errors (distances)
between all data points per cluster.

7



Features Description
User activity
postsPerUser (mean, median) User posting activity (low: inactive users, high: highly active users)
postsPerUser (STDEV, MAD) Variation of user posting activity (low: equally active users, high: very inactive and

very active users)
questionsPerUser (mean, median) Questions per user (low: few questions per user, high: many questions per user)
questionsPerUser (STDEV, MAD) Variation of questions per user (low: equal amount of questions per user, high: very

few and very many questions per user)
answersPerUser (mean, median) Answers per user (low: few answers per user, high: many answers per user)
answersPerUser (STDEV, MAD) Variation of answers per user (low: equal amount of answers per user, high: very

few and very many answers per user)
communityGrowthRate Attraction factor of community (low: few new users join per day, high: many new

users join per day)

User interaction
threadLength (mean, median) A/Q ratio (low: few answers per question, high: many answers per question)
threadLength (STDEV, MAD) Variation of A/Q ratio (low: similar amount of answers per question, high: some

questions with many answers and some with few)
noReplyThreadRatio Ratio of ignored questions (low: most questions receive answers, high: most ques-

tions remain without answer)
indeg (mean, median), outdeg (median) Information distribution (low: elitists talking to each other only, high: information

is evenly spread among people)
indeg (STDEV, MAD) Popularity (low: people are equally likely to receive responses, high: some few

people receive the most responses)
outdeg (STDEV, MAD) Engagement (low: people are equally likely to respond, high: some few people do

all the work)
clusteringCoefficient (mean, median) Connectedness (low: loosely connected friend networks, high: highly connected

friend networks)
clusteringCoefficient (STDEV, MAD) Variation of connectedness (low: friend networks are similar among people, high:

very different friend networks among the people)

Content creation
titleWordcounts (mean, median) Question length in title (low: short questions, long: long questions)
titleWordcounts (STDEV, MAD) Variation of question length (low: equal length of questions, high: very short and

very long questions)
questionWordcounts (mean, median) Question description length (low: short/easy questions, high: long/hard questions)
questionWordcounts (STDEV, MAD) Variation of question description length (low: equal length/difficulty of questions,

high: very short/easy and very long/hard questions)
answerWordcounts (mean, median) Answer length (low: short/simple answers, high: long/complex answers)
answerWordcounts (STDEV, MAD) Variation of answer length (low: equal information content of answers, high: very

short/simple and very long/complex answers)
wordcountRatio (mean, median) Equality of amount of information between questions and answers (low: answers

are shorter than questions, high: answers are longer than questions)
questionmarks questions Ratio of questions in initial posts (low: many non-questions, high: many questions)
questionmarks answers Clarification need (low: no need for further clarification of questions, high: ques-

tions unclear and repliers ask for more information)
urls questions Discussion/inquiry about external sources (low: no links to external sources, high:

frequent links to external sources)
urls answers References to external sources (low: no references to external sources, high: fre-

quent references to external sources)

Table 3.2: Description of all 47 user behaviour features. The abbreviations STDEV and
MAD stand for standard deviation and median absolute deviation, respectively.
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PC % of var. Top 5 important features in PC
1 21.939 postsPerUser (STDEV), outdeg (STDEV), answersPerUser (STDEV), questionsPerUser (STDEV), indeg (STDEV)
2 19.577 answerWordcounts (mean), answerWordcounts (MAD), answerWordcounts (median), answerWordcounts (STDEV),

wordcountRatio (median)
3 14.235 questionWordcounts (STDEV), questionWordcounts (mean), questionWordcounts (MAD), urls questions,

titleWordcounts (median)
4 11.1 threadLength (MAD), threadLength (STDEV), threadLength (mean), indeg (median), clusteringCoefficient (STDEV)
5 6.46 clusteringCoefficient (median), clusteringCoefficient (MAD), outdeg (MAD), outdeg (median),

titleWordcounts (mean)
6 4.907 postsPerUser (MAD), postsPerUser (median), answersPerUser (MAD), answersPerUser (median),

wordcounts questions (median)
7 4.19 titleWordcounts (STDEV), communityGrowthRate, noReplyThreadRatio, outdeg (median), outdeg (MAD)
8 3.119 titleWordcounts (MAD), titleWordcounts (mean), titleWordcounts (median), urls answers,

clusteringCoefficient (STDEV)
9 2.945 answersPerUser (MAD), answersPerUser (median), indeg (MAD), urls questions, threadLength (median)
10 2.434 clusteringCoefficient (MAD), clusteringCoefficient (median), threadLength (mad), questionmarks questions,

questionsPerUser (STDEV)
11 1.983 titleWordcounts (STDEV), titleWordcounts (median), answersPerUser (median), answersPerUser (MAD),

urls answers
12 1.709 questionmarks answers, indeg (median), urls answers, answerWordcounts (STDEV), questionWordcounts (median)
13 1.288 questionmarks answers, questionmarks questions, titleWordcounts (STDEV), urls answers,

questionsPerUser (STDEV)

Table 3.3: Principal components, ordered by percentage of explained variance in the
data. For each principal component, we show the top 5 strongest weighted features.

3.3 The User Behaviour Features
In order to capture a wide spectrum of user behaviour characteristics, we extract 47
features that we can summarise in three aspects: (1) user activity, (2) user interaction
and (3) content creation. We exclude features that grow monotonously with the age of
the community, such as the raw number of users, questions and answers. This way, we
record user behaviour independently of how long the community happens to be around.
Many of the user behaviour aspects we describe as mean, standard deviation, median,
and median absolute deviation (MAD). The mean and standard deviation measures are
intuitive to grasp, but sensitive to outliers, whereas the median and MAD are robust
against outliers. We describe the 47 extracted features in Table 3.2.

Before we run the clustering algorithm on the features, we standardise them. The
standardising brings all features into the same scale so that they can be compared with
each other. Some of the features have very high values (e.g. length of questions in
words), whereas others have very low values (e.g. clustering coefficient). The clus-
tering algorithm would weight the features with big values higher for measuring the
similarity between communities because they have more variance in them than small
values. Standardising the features lets us avoid that by scaling the features into the
space of standard deviations. This way, both initially big values and initially small val-
ues are centred around 0, and 99.8% of them do not exceed −3 and +3.

Since not all of the extracted features will be equally important to cluster the on-
line communities in our data, we employ a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as a
feature selection and weighting method. The PCA is a method that reduces the dimen-
sionality of the data to maximise variation and minimise feature correlation. This way
we do not need to discard features that are highly correlated in our data set and thereby
risk an “over-fitting” of our features to our data; the feature correlations might be dif-
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PCs Interpretation of PC groups
1, 6, 9 User activity
2, 12 Answer complexity
3, 8 Question complexity
4 Number of answers per question
5, 10 User interaction and connectedness
7 Community growth and ignored questions
11, 13 Question answer interconnection

Table 3.4: Interpretation of the principal components, which correspond to various as-
pects of user behaviour.

Figure 3.1: Intra-cluster variance vs. number of clusters. The highlighted kink indicates
the optimal trade-off.

ferent in other data sources. The result of the PCA is that the 47 original dimensions
can be reduced to 13 principal components in the Stack Exchange data, while keeping
95% of the original variance between the data points. In Table 3.3, we show the 13 prin-
cipal components, ordered by the percentage of variance they explain. Each principal
component consists of a weighted combination of all 47 features, but we show only the
top 5 highest (positively and negatively) weighted features, in order to analyse which
aspects of user behaviour each PC covers the most. We find that there is little variance
of weights in each principal component, indicating a fairly high correlation between
many of the features. In Table 3.4, we interpret the PCs with regards to aspects of user
behaviour.

10



Chapter 4

Evaluation

We evaluate our clustering approach by determining the optimal number of clusters,
and analysing the resulting clusters. Then, we investigate the correlation between the
clusters and the types of topics that are being discussed.

4.1 The Optimal Number of Clusters
Finding the optimal number of clusters depends on the metric the clustering algorithm
optimises. We use the Ward method based on the Euclidean distance of the data points
to merge clusters, which minimises the intra-cluster variance of distances. The intra-
cluster variance decreases as the number of clusters increases, because each cluster
is holding fewer and fewer communities. That means that we would achieve the best
intra-cluster variance by putting every single community into its own cluster. But since
the goal of the clustering is to find out which communities are similar to each other, we
have to find a trade-off between the smallest number of clusters and the lowest intra-
cluster variance, via the so-called “elbow method”. Thus, we determine the optimal
number of clusters by contrasting the intra-cluster variance with the number of clusters,
as shown in Figure 3.1. There is a kink at 5 clusters, which gives us the optimal trade-
off between a reasonably small number of clusters and a small enough intra-cluster
variance.

4.2 Cluster Analysis
Before we discuss the result of the clustering, we perform a high-level data analysis
of the Stack Exchange communities, and we identify many technical and some non-
technical communities. Also among the Stack Exchange communities, there is the well-
known Stack Overflow community. Stack Overflow is known to people all around the
world, and indeed it is the biggest, most active and most user-attracting community
among the Stack Exchange communities. We assume that people interact differently
in technical communities compared to non-technical ones, and differently again in the
most popular and fastest paced communities like Stack Overflow. Hence, we expect to
see categories that somewhat reflect these three kinds of communities.

The result of the hierarchical clustering is a dendrogram that shows the similar-
ity between the communities. Communities that are connected near the leaves of the
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Cluster Cluster label Cluster properties
Android Enthusiasts, Apple, Webmasters, We-
bApps, Gaming, Linux & Unix, Ask Ubuntu,
Super User, Drupal Answers, Server Fault

Operating
systems and
Web

Low information spread, low connectedness

Programmers Programmers Many answers per question, few ignored questions, low
connectedness

Database Administrators, Statistical Analysis,
DIY, Information Security, Physics, Tex & La-
Tex, Maths, Game Development, Theoretical
Computer Science, Geographical Information
Systems, Wordpress Development, StackApps

Science and
its application

Slow growth, low information spread

Cooking, English Language & Usage, Photog-
raphy, Bicycles, Electrical Engineering

Non-IT Slow growth, few ignored questions, answers longer than
questions

Stack Overflow Stack
Overflow

Very fast growth, many questions and answers per user,
few ignored questions, high information spread, low con-
nectedness, answers much shorter than questions

Table 4.1: Clusters and cluster descriptions of the Stack Exchange communities.

tree are very similar to each other, whereas communities that are connected near the
root are most dissimilar. Examining the clusters in Figure 4.1, we find that some com-
munities that appear intuitively similar indeed exhibit similar user behaviour and are
therefore connected near the leaves of the dendrogram. Examples that demonstrate this
well are the Android and Apple communities (operating systems that run on mobiles),
and the Unix/Linux and Ubuntu communities (Ubuntu is a Linux distribution). Other
communities are somewhat related, although it is not obvious that they exhibit similar
user behaviour, like the Maths and Tex/LaTex communities (people who want to use
mathematical formulae in LaTex documents may frequent both communities for help).
There are also communities that do not seem to be apparently related, like Bicycles and
Electrical Engineering, and it is interesting to see that bicycle enthusiasts show similar
online behaviour like electrical engineers. To which degree the online communities are
similar to each other can be seen in the complete dendrogram in Figure 4.1.

Although there are some outliers, i.e. communities that are not obvious in their
respective clusters, the overall clustering makes sense and reflects the expected cate-
gories from the high-level data analysis. As per our intuition, the very popular Stack
Overflow community is in its own cluster because it is much more fast paced than other
communities, and so is the Programmers community. Also, most of the non-IT com-
munities are in their own cluster, and the remaining technical communities are divided
into categories that we manually label “Operating systems and Web” and “Science and
its application”. See Table 4.1 for a list of all the communities in their clusters, the la-
bels we manually assigned to the clusters, and their properties in terms of user activity,
user interaction and content creation behaviour.

It is especially noteworthy that many closely related topics are clustered together,
although this is not a semantic or word-based topic clustering. All operating system
communities are in the same cluster, and almost all non-IT topics are in one cluster.
This suggests that users who talk about similar topics also behave similarly. In our
future work, we will study the relation between topic and user behaviour.

12



Figure 4.1: Complete dendrogram of the 5 Stack Exchange clusters with PCA-weighted
features. The closer communities are connected towards the leaves of the tree, the more
similar are they. We assigned the cluster labels (vertical text) manually to identify the
clusters.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we present a categorisation approach for online communities that is based
on measurable user behaviour characteristics. We extract a wide range of features to
capture aspects of user activity, user interaction and content creation. Due to the num-
ber and generic nature of our features, our approach is able to cope with bigger collec-
tions of online communities than we have in our case study of Stack Exchange, and is
applicable to any discussion-forum-like online platform. We then show how we clus-
ter 29 Stack Exchange communities based on their similarity of user behaviour, and
find that they can be clustered into the five categories “Operating systems and Web”,
“Programmers”, “Science and its application”, “Non-IT”, and “Stack Overflow”. These
categories loosely represent intuitive categories that we discovered in our initial data
analysis, which suggests that users who talk about similar topics also behave similarly.

Our future work is in two directions. First, we plan to apply our clustering ap-
proach on different sorts of online communities, e.g. general discussion forums, blogs
and micro-blogs, to further improve its platform-independent abilities. Second, we will
seek to improve upon measuring the correlation between topic and behaviour.
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